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Using R for Data Analysis in Social SciencesOxford University Press, 2018

	Statistical analysis is common in the social sciences, and among the more popular programs is R. This book provides a foundation for undergraduate and graduate students in the social sciences on how to use R to manage, visualize, and analyze data. The focus is on how to address substantive questions with data analysis and replicate...
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Advances in Communication, Devices and Networking: Proceedings of ICCDN 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering (537))Springer, 2019

	
		The book covers recent trends in the field of devices, wireless communication and networking. It presents the outcomes of the International Conference in Communication, Devices and Networking (ICCDN 2018), which was organized by the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology,...
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Sport Science Research and Technology Support: 4th and 5th International Congress, icSPORTS 2016, Porto, Portugal, November 7-9, 2016, and icSPORTS ... in Computer and Information Science (975))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 4th and 5th International Congress on Sports Science Research and Technology Support, icSPORT 2016 and 2017, held respectively in Porto, Portugal, on November 7-9, 2016 and in Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, on October 30-31, 2017. The 13 revised full...
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Upper Extremity Injuries in Young Athletes (Contemporary Pediatric and Adolescent Sports Medicine)Springer, 2018

	
		
			This unique book focuses exclusively on upper extremity injuries in the young athlete, including the latest evidence on current diagnostic and treatment strategies. Comprised of the most up-to-date information in the field, much of which is not in the existing literature, it proceeds anatomically from the shoulder down,...
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Place and Identity: The Performance of Home (Routledge Focus on Housing and Philosophy)Routledge, 2018

	
		The UK is experiencing a housing crisis unlike any other. Homelessness is on the increase and more people are at the mercy of landlords due to unaffordable housing. Place and Identity: Home as Performance highlights that the meaning of home is not just found within the bricks and mortar; it is constructed from the network of...
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Fast Forward Investing: How to Profit from AI, Driverless Vehicles, Gene Editing, Robotics, and Other Technologies Reshaping Our LivesMcGraw-Hill, 2018

	
		Invest in the future! Everything you need to capitalize on the tech revolution

	
		Our lives are on the verge of being reshaped by advanced technology. Fast Forward Investing provides the knowledge and insight you need to build and maintain your portfolio...
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Value and Crisis: Essays on Labour, Money and Contemporary Capitalism (Studies in Critical Social Sciences)Brill Academic Publishers, 2019

	Value and Crisis brings together selected essays written by Alfredo Saad-Filho. This book examines the labour theory of value and its implications for the nature of neoliberalism, financialisation, inflation, monetary policy, and the crises of contemporary capitalism.
...
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Fundamentals of Electroceramics: Materials, Devices, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		The first textbook to provide in-depth treatment of electroceramics with emphasis on applications in microelectronics, magneto-electronics, spintronics, energy storage and harvesting, sensors and detectors, magnetics, and in electro-optics and acousto-optics

	
		Electroceramics is a class of ceramic materials used...
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The Second Mountain: The Quest for a Moral LifeRandom House, 2020

	#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Everybody tells you to live for a cause larger than yourself, but how exactly do you do it? The author of The Road to Character explores what it takes to lead a meaningful life in a self-centered world.

	

	“Deeply moving, frequently eloquent and...
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Analog-and-Algorithm-Assisted Ultra-low Power Biosignal Acquisition Systems (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2019

	This book discusses the design and implementation aspects of ultra-low power biosignal acquisition platforms that exploit analog-assisted and algorithmic approaches for power savings.The authors describe an approach referred to as “analog-and-algorithm-assisted” signal processing.This enables significant power consumption...
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Liberalism as Utopia: The Rise and Fall of Legal Rule in Post-Colonial Mexico, 1820-1900 (Cambridge Latin American Studies)Cambridge University Press, 2017

	The book explores the creation of the post-colonial Mexican state by comparing the legal culture of mestizo towns, indigenous towns and agricultural estates (haciendas). More broadly, it is for readers interested in the social origins of liberalism and authoritarianism in the nineteenth-century world....
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George Eliot: Interdisciplinary Essays (Bicentennial Collection)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This collection brings together new articles by leading scholars who reappraise George Eliot in her bicentenary year as an interdisciplinary thinker and writer for our times. Here, researchers, students, teachers and the general public gain access to new perspectives on Eliot’s vast interests and knowledge, informed by the...
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